DocuMed Electronic Clinical Office

At DocuMed, we believe that effortlessly generating clear, concise medical
documentation that accommodates your charting style and workflow is
just the first step of a multi-component process that encompasses the
Electronic Clinical Office (ECO). DocuMed has continually perfected the
art of capturing and generating patient encounter data with templates that
incorporate text, voice recognition, voice dictation and point-and-click
technology since 1988.
DocuMed set its targets beyond traditional EMR to realize a comprehensive ECO. Applying physician experiences with EMR’s, we developed the
most complete and well thought out electronic medical documentation
management tool available. DocuMed efficiencies are most apparent when
observed in a real setting. Eliminate the stress and confusion. We invite
you to learn more about the DocuMed Electronic Clinical Office and the
many benefits of generating, managing and distributing electronic medical
documentation. Request a demonstration today.
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Electronic Clinical Office … Beyond EMR !
DocuMed will maximize the efficiency of all of your resources, the most valuable
of which is your time. DocuMed’s simple yet powerful design tools instantly transfer your preferred clinical documenting processes into an electronic environment.
The intuitiveness of the DocuMed program is apparent from the moment it is
launched. Electronically capturing the patient encounter at the point of care is as
easy as defining the flow that best suits you and your specialty. Physicians and
practices each have unique ways of accomplishing clinical charting and DocuMed
accommodates every nuance. DocuMed is developed to assimilate your thinking,
resulting in what-you-think-is-what-you-get. It’s that straightforward.
Intuitive Navigation and Display Layout
All of the patient’s relevant information is presented on one
screen, eliminating the need to click multiple buttons to get
an overview of the patient’s visit history. DocuMed
understands the importance of quick access on a single
screen. We also know the value of getting what you want
instantly without having to constantly navigate back to a
main anchor screen. Informed decision making is at your
finger tips.
EMR and Electronic Clinical Office Document
Generation
Your clinical documentation is only as good as the tools
and processes that make it happen. DocuMed takes the
pain out of creating templates and flowsheets. DocuMed is
totally in sync with your vision of the way it should be.
Paperless Workflow and Electronic Document
Management
Nothing could be more important than knowing that the
diligence you practice seeing patients results in complete
and comprehensive clinical documentation. We know that
it takes an entire office to pull it all together. With
DocuMed’s automated processes you can have peace-ofmind knowing that all of the contributory components
essential to comprehensive documentation have been
collected by you and your staff, dictation has been
transcribed, items are ready for review and the final
encounter and other ancillary documents are waiting to be
electronically signed-off and distributed.
Document Distribution Management
Have you ever wondered whether that consult or referral
letter was ever sent? How about the request for
documentation from the patient’s lawyer? With DocuMed
you can stop wondering and know that it was sent, how it
was sent and that it was sent expeditiously and only to
those authorized by the patient.
Electronic Chart Embedded Dictation and Speech
Recognition
Dictate directly into the chart to create a .WAV file to be
transcribed later or directly create notes in the chart using
speech recognition software from Dragon Naturally
Speaking.

Fully Integrated Clinic and Provider Appointment
Scheduler
DocuMed makes scheduling and tracking patients a
breeze. Integration allows a provider to select the patient
right off the schedule to review their chart or access any
other patient information. The exam can also be launched
directly from the schedule eliminating unnecessary name
searches and screen changes.
Integrated Document Scanning
Sophisticated scanning is included with DocuMed. No
need to acquire a costly add-on product from a third party
and integrate it. Scanning is already integrated into
DocuMed. With equipment from our partners at RicohLanier, scanning is totally automated. Incoming faxes are
automatically converted to Adobe .PDF format and ready to
be reviewed and attached to the patient’s chart, available to
be retrieved at anytime. Batch or individual scanning of
incoming hardcopy patient documents has never been
more efficient.
Prescription Writing
DocuMed addresses the most pressing issues on
physician’s minds today regarding prescription writing. Can
I quickly generate a prescription, print the prescription or
transmit it electronically to the pharmacy and access the
patient’s prescriptions from anywhere for review and
renewal? With DocuMed, you can.
Claims and Billing Information
DocuMed knows that ensuring the proper claim information
gets to your billing system or billing entity is critical to the
financial success of your practice. With DocuMed you can
rest assured that complete and reliable billing information is
captured and transferred.
Integrated Outcomes Analysis and Querying Tool
Having a simple to use data analysis tool to instantly probe
patient, practice or provider data is essential when making
medical or business decisions. Data analysis can be
performed within the DocuMed program for quick and
insightful views of data. Or other MS SQL Server
compatible querying tools may be used.

